November 7, 2019

**Important Safety Recall Notice**

**BCI Burke Company** of Fond du Lac, WI, is currently working with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) on a voluntary recall of approximately 442 Merge climbers. The Merge climbers affected by this recall are on component **370-0855**. A picture of these climbers is below. These Merge climbers were shipped between November, 2015 and August, 2019. Consumers should stop using the product immediately. A welded step opening on the sides of these climbers, as shown by the arrows, may be too small causing an entrapment hazard. There have been no reports of anyone being injured due to this.

As part of the recall, BCI Burke Company and its Representatives will be inspecting each Merge climber that has been sold to customers. Until your Merge climber has been inspected, please prevent further use of the Merge climber by roping off and marking these climbers clearly for no use. The Merge climber can be used again if the check probe for these openings passes an appropriate verification test.

Your local Burke Representative will contact you soon to let you know the appropriate verification has been completed. If a Merge climber fails the verification test, it will be replaced with a new/similar climber as soon as possible. As noted above, if it passes the test, the Merge climber can be used again as intended and you will be informed of that when the verification occurs.
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Please contact Amber in BCI Burke customer service toll-free at (800) 356-2070 between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. CST Monday through Friday for further information if needed.

Thank you – we apologize for this temporary inconvenience.